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:: General Information and Assorted Details ::

Question: What is Hymn?
Answer: Hymn is the planet created by the Ancient Beings during their age-old dance and the
place they came to settle on to slumber. It is an expansive realm comprised of three continents
with multiple regions.

Question: What is the Umbral Night Catastrophe?
Answer: The Umbral Night Catastrophe was an ecological disaster born from the stirring of the
Ancient Beings from their slumber. The waking of the primordial entities caused the Bio of
Hymn to run wild and bear forth natural disasters that damaged the regions and the collapse of
the First Civilization. When the Ancient Beings returned to their slumber, peace returned to
Hymn.

Question: What is life like for the average person in Hymn?
Answer: The average life experience is dependent on where a person lives. City folks have busy
lives working in industrial factories or the service industry. The people in rural communities are
normally self-sufficient as they look after each other. Life is generally peaceful, but incidents do
break out.

Question: How does citizenship work? Do people have rights?
Answer: Citizenship in Hymn is given to those who live in an area for a long time, pay taxes,
own property, and are registered with the local government. Though, some places require a
person to earn it by passing a citizen test. Certificates validating citizenship is given by cities and
hubs for those born from a citizen or who have successfully immigrated.
Rural communities are suspicious of new settlers but will come to accept them in time if they
adapt to their local customs. Citizenship for these communities mainly consists of being accepted
and living in the area. Depending on the location, citizenship will net people benefits under the
law such as fair trials and the ability to avoid taxes when doing business in the area.

Question: What type of music is popular in Hymn?
Answer: Music in Hymn took an interesting development. In the Ancient Era the music that
people listened to through broadcasts or live performances were mainly focused on orchestras or
traditional music from cultural groups that accepted assimilation by the government. After the
collapse of the First Civilization, music became more expressive with the people trying out new
instruments. Country, Jazz, Rhythm and Blues, and other genres emerged in places like Concord
and La Festa City where they spread outwards to be popular hits for those with radios.

Question: What is up with fashion in Hymn? Why is everyone dressed so strangely?
Answer: Fashion is a hybrid of fantastical, traditional, and modernity that managed to progress
together over the centuries. Convivence and comfortability did not become the focus of clothing.

Question: Where do people go to get a proper education? What is the state of education in
Hymn?
Answer: Education is spread out in Hymn. The people living in the industrialized cities or hubs
have access to education via public schools. After graduation, the youth go to work by getting a
factory job, going under an apprenticeship, or goes to college if they can afford it. Rural
communities rely on each other to teach their young the basics before putting them to work on
the field or the family business.

Question: What is a Mark? How is it the currency? Why does everyone use Marks?
Answer: Marked Currency (Marks) is the official currency used everywhere that comes from the
original currency used by the First Civilization. Other currencies do exist, but Marks remain
dominant due to ease of understanding them for local and interregional trade and exchange rates.
A neutral commission ran by representatives from different city-states handles the printing and
use of Marks.

Example 1: A family of Comrades at work for a customer in their textile shop. Despite the
existence of large companies in the cities, family run businesses are still the major force of labor
and shopping in hub and rural communities of Hymn.

Question: Are there any major holidays or traditional events practiced by the people?
What are the events? What are they about? How did they come about?
Answer: The major holidays that are celebrated are Ancients Day and the Manger Festival.
Ancients Day is a holiday dedicated to the Ancient Beings that celebrates life and togetherness.
On the eve of Ancients Day, families and neighbors in Hymn give prayers to the Ancient Beings
and exchange gifts. The following day after prayer and public service of dances, families share a
large meal before spending the rest of the day resting.
The Manger Festival is a celebration of the arts and progress involving large parades and feasts.
It began as a festival under the Directorate, but overtime spread and became a celebration of
humanity and features feasts of rich food and parties that last for 3 days.

Example 2: A pair of Comrades (Cat Sith and Puca) dressed as Giftgivers for Ancients Day. In
large cities and hubs, it is common to see people in detailed costumes bringing warm tidings to
others, dancing, and singing hymns of the Ancient Beings.

Example 3: An adventurer returns to their homestead after being on the road for a long time.
Adventuring is a profession that leads many from their homes to become travelers of the road. It
is not until many years later that Adventurers decide to settle down either by returning to their
hometown of origin or by taking residence in a new community.

Question: How is Adventuring a profession? How do people turn a profit from the
occupation?
Answer: Adventuring is unique profession that does not offer a steady income. To make money,
Adventurers must hunt down powerful game or explore ruins and bring back valuable knowledge
or technology to sell on the market. However, the thrill of danger, the chance at a new life, and
being in the company of good friends or being left alone is what motivates people to cast aside
their safety for uncertainty.

Question: Where do Adventurers and others learn to fight?
Answer: Adventurers learn to fight from various sources. Normally, the Adventurers learn to
fight just by fighting against others and improving their form and techniques overtime. Though,
there are some that receive formal training from family, tutors, or specialized organizations like
the military or by joining combat schools that exist in cities and larger communities that teach
Hymn’s inhabitants how to fight.

Question: Firearms exist in Hymn. Why are they not used by everyone instead of
traditional weapons?
Answer: The Directorate ran a campaign against firearms after their invention due to the fear of
the weapons being used against them. A strong anti-firearm continues to linger around as the
people tend to think of them as the weapon of cowards or those without battle talent. The view
somewhat right as firearms are often used by those untrained in using traditional weapons whose
users will beat a person with a firearm 8 out of 10 times.
This is not to say firearms are worthless. Most people are not trained to use Armaments
(Civilians, Bandits, etc.) and animals are weak against firearms. The weapon becomes useless
against trained individuals (Ex: The Player, Companions, Other Adventurers, etc.) that can cut
and dodge bullets. (The setting isn’t realistic.)

Question: How common is it to encounter bandits and raiders? How do these groups make
their living?
Answer: Bandits are short-lived groups that form to target caravans, travelers, and villages. They
operate in far-out of the way locations often from major road routes and where it is safe for them
to gather. The groups make their money stealing from travelers and break up due to internal
issues, often over leadership and shares. Though, some groups are broken up by force by
adventurers and organized groups or by the members looking for a better life somewhere else.

Question: How is crime dealt with in society? What happens if I break the law?
Answer: Depends if you are in civilization or in rural lands. Being in civilization will afford you
protections and you will be imprisoned, made to serve time, pay a fine, or do labor until you pay
off your offense or meet the requirement to be released. Rural communities without an expansive
system in place will have offenders ousted from the town to never to return. Or if the criminal act
was too severe, it is common for capital punishment to be enforced.
Bounty Hunting is a legitimate service in Hymn that is employed by cities and communities to
deal with harassers and those that have broken the law but escaped. Adventurers and specialized
companies often take the work of fulfilling bounty hunter requests to bring outlaws to justice and
make money.

Example 4: Constables from the Civil Police in Concord City. The establishment of large
industrial societies have seen a rise in loose and organized crime. To deal with them, dedicated
forces like the Concord Civil Police and Shen Long Censorate have been formed. Communities
without dedicated officers instead use the military to keep order, have access to volunteer guards
to prevent crime, or select individuals to serve as local sheriffs.

:: Civilization and Technological Advancement ::

Question: What period of technological advancement is Hymn in? What will be the main
aesthetic to be encountered?
Answer: Hymn is a mix-match of technological advancement with the technologies ranging
from the 1920s to the 1990s. The main aesthetic is dieselpunk though the main energy source is
mystical in nature and derived from the world itself in different forms.

Question: How widespread is the technology?
Answer: The spread of technology is location dependent. The cities and other major hubs are
built in, or around industrial areas and they will always sport more technology than rural
communities. Rural communities close to the cities will feature some advance technology or
inferior variants. Unless someone is to come from an isolated community, they will have heard
about most existing technology and have a general idea of what they are and do.

Question: Mentioned technologies include airships, computers, and motor vehicles. How
common are technologies like these? Does everyone own and use them?
Answer: Advance technology such as airships, computers, and motor vehicles are limited in
their ownership pool. Most of them can be found in advanced places such as cities or
technological hubs where they can be built and maintained. Airships are relics from the Ancient
Era with modern inferior recreations floating about.

Example 5: A well-maintained airship that is from the Ancient Era. The airship is of a higher
quality than its modern descendants and feature more complex technology in its design. Airships
are used for the transportation of equipment and people across vast distances. In recent years,
however, they have found use as luxury cruises.

Example 5.5: The
interior of a small
airship. Airships are
capable of hosting
modern amenities from
beds to fridges, sinks,
stoves, tables, and
other brought along
furniture. Living inside
of an airship is
considered an
innovative idea for
those wishing to take
their home on the road.

Example 6: 1st Generation Automobile Recreations developed by industrial companies in the
heartland of the Concord Republic. Owning an automobile is a sign of being well-off in Hymn,
especially for individuals living in far-out communities. Fuel for the vehicles such as airships,
automobiles, and naval ships are made from Bio that has been processed and refined into
Biofuel.

Question: How good are computers? What about computer games? Why do they use ROM
Cartridges?
Answer: The computer systems of Hymn are well-developed and reminiscent of the real world’s
Windows XP. Computer games in circulation math the ones found in the late-1990s and early2000s with new ones published by companies in Concord City. As for why ROM cartridges are
utilized, the Directorate never developed compact disks and instead used cartridge technology.

Question: Since they have access to computers, do they have the internet? If not, what do
they have?
Answer: A form of the world-wide web did exist in the Ancient Era, but it was for government
use only. Advance cities (Caelum, Concord, etc.) have extranet services but access to them is
limited only to the people that have computers and an extranet subscription. Exploration of the
extranet is limited to forums and sites put on the city’s networks.

Example 7: A home computer developed by the Home Entertainment Company (HEC) in
Concord City. Computers are pre-catastrophe technology developed by the Directorate and used
by only select institutions under them. HEC Computers are recreated user-friendly versions of
the computers made by the Directorate and marketed towards general consumers. ROM
Cartridges run applications via a slot on the system unit at the top.

Example 8: A manager and hostesses from the Artigiano Family that dominates the
entertainment industry of La Festa City. The cabaret clubs owned by the Artigiano Family are
popular destinations for residents and tourists who are welcomed to their halls with warm food,
cold beverages, live theatric performances, gambling and smoking, and trained hostesses to
parley with and raise their confidence.

Question: What type of entertainment do they have in Hymn?
Answer: Entertainment is location dependent. If you live in cities or major hubs, you will have
access to urban luxuries like arcades, movie theaters, television, large sporting events (Duels,
Flag War, etc.), shopping, etc. If you live in the rural communities, your activities will be
focused on traditional gatherings and outdoor activities (Camping, Fishing, Hunting), drinking,
listening to the radio, playing cards and gambling, etc.

Question: What do they watch on television? What are the most popular television shows?
Answer: The cities with working television channels re-air movies and television shows from
the Ancient Era. You will be able to watch shows from animation to live-action comedies, etc.
Original content is produced by studios in Concord City and La Festa, the film industry capitals
in Hymn.
Popular shows include High Noon Valley. It is a western drama set in the Saltillio Region where
a former Concord detective becomes the sheriff to a mining town surrounded by corrupt
corporate interests and outlaws.
Another popular show is Magical Beastmaster Cat Sith. It is an action-adventure fantasy series
about Princess Cat Sith and her identity as Magical Beastmaster Kat that fights against the evil
Dark Lord to protect her kingdom and the wildlife of an extrahymnstrial planet.

Example 9: The preservation of major hubs has created an oasis of entertainment for those that
reside in or travel to them. Cities illuminate the dark nights, allowing people to gather at all
hours to chat, drink, and hang out with friends or in open businesses throughout the night. The
prosperity and freedom generated by the cities inspires immigrates to move to them in search of
a new and better life.

Example 10: A depiction of Magical Beastmaster Kat from the television series, Magical
Beastmaster Cat Sith. The pulp fiction story set on another planet has drawn in fans of all ages to
its epic adventures. Male fans favor the heroic actions of Beastmaster Kat as she tames
aggressive wildlife to fight the Dark Lord’s forces. While female fans favor the struggles of
Princess Cat Sith and the royal duties she must attend to for her kingdom.

Question: What are the advanced technologies that we can stumble across while
adventuring?
Answer: The closer you get to the catastrophe’s origin point; the more common technology and
their remnants will be. Outlier technology appears in other places, but it requires extensive work
to gain access to them. The Directorate did establish vaults filled with cache of technology, but
they are scattered across Hymn, heavily guarded, and hidden away. The technology you
encounter in industrialized areas are remnants, recreations, or inferior versions of technology
from the Ancient Era.

Example 11: A mobile war fortress built by the Directorate in the Ancient Era. The Directorate
used mobile fortresses for the transportation of troops and supplies through unsafe environments
during the campaigns to subjugate Hymn. In the post-catastrophe world, remnant technology
such as these were repurposed into agriculture centers, stationary homes, merchant hubs, and
terminal stations.

Question: How did an advance civilization like the Directorate collapse? Why is technology
so spread out?
Answer: The Directorate did not share its technological advancements equally. The further a
civilization was from the capital; the less technology it received. After the Directorate’s
destruction, the people lost their largest and most advanced hubs in Hymn. Survivors had to
make do with the remaining technology they possessed or what they could scavenge, recreate, or
get back into working condition.

Example 12: A gathering of Comrades at a Terminal Station. Terminal Stations are hubs built in
remnants of Ancient Era ruins or colossal technology. Merchant groups run the stations and use
them as a gathering place for those looking to rest, seek job requests, or trade. It is common to
find adventuring parties being formed in Terminal Stations and for them to consider them their
home as they assist in its maintenance in-exchange for reduced prices or residency.

:: Comrades and Human Relationships ::

Question: Can the Comrades and Humans get married? How are Human and Comrade
marriages viewed in society?
Answer: In the Ancient Era, marriage between Human and Comrade were banned by the
government as it kept everyone in their lane. After the government’s collapse, the rules were
removed allowing for Humans and Comrades to freely marry. The passing of the centuries has
seen to society accepting the mixed marriages as a normalized event.

Example 13: A Human-Comrade (Kudan) couple. As new freedoms were established after the
Directorate’s collapse, the number of marriages between Human-Comrade couples have risen to
encompass 35% of all marriages in Hymn. The remaining 65% of marriages are between
traditional Human-Human and Comrade-Comrade (same race) couples.

Question: Are the Human-Comrade couples able to produce offspring? What happens to
the offspring? What are they?
Answer: Yes. Human-Comrade couples can produce offspring. The Comrades despite carrying
blood of the Ancient Beings have their bodies modeled after humanity’s. The Comrades share
the same manner of reproduction as humans, thus making them compatible with each other.
As for the children produced, they will always be born to one of the races of the parents, Human
or Comrade. Human children produced by a Human-Comrade couple will inherit physical traits
resembling that of their Comrade parent due to the influence of Ancient Being blood.

Example 14: A Human that is the offspring of a Kitsune Comrade. The appearance of fox
features (Tail and Ears) is an indicator to one of her parent’s lineages. As a general heritage rule,
features inherited from a Comrade parent to a Human child will never pass on to their human
offspring unless their partner is a member of the Comrade races.

Question: Do the different Comrade races have relations with each other? What happens
when they do?
Answer: Intercomrade relations are possible but are rare. The Comrades usually do not find
Comrades from other races attractive. Humans are considered attractive, but this comes from the
programming of Comrades liking to be around and associating with humans. In a collectivist
view, the Comrades see the other Comrades as other beings made by humanity and rivals. The
children born from an Intercomrade couple will be always born to one of the parent’s races.

Question: Is the Comrades imprinting on Humanity slavery? Is it ethical to be in a
relationship with a Comrade? Do the Comrades know about imprinting?
Answer: No, imprinting is not slavery. The Comrades were made to be loyal, and they will only
imprint on a Human that matches their personal ideals. Next to this, imprinting is limited to a
single individual and not permanent if a person falls out of a Comrade’s ideals.
The Comrades have no idea about imprinting as that is something only the former government
knows. The Comrades treat imprinting as a strange rush of feelings that overcomes them and get
them wanting to form a strong relationship with the imprinted-on person.

Question: It has been established previously that imprinting can cause a Comrade to act
against their will in life and death situations.
Answer: The imprinting makes a Comrade want to do everything can to assist the person they
are following. In a life-or-death situation where the person they follow is beating the Comrade;
the Comrade would break out of the imprinting to defend themself. But if the Comrade saw the
person, they follow wounded and in desperate need of saving, the instinct of preservation would
be overwritten with the impulse to go save them to the best of their ability.

Example 15: A member of the Kitsune Comrade race that has fallen in love. The Comrade races
are each unique in their display of intimacy towards another that has captivated them. As the
Kitsunes are social beings, they tend to be more aggressive in their courtship. The race does not
back down and employs illusions to make use of complicated acts and plays as a form of
expression and confession towards the ones they like.

Question: What do the Comrades think about Humanity? What drives them to be so close
to Humanity?
Answer: As a collective, the Comrades consider Humanity to be their best friends. Humanity is
their creators and have been with them all throughout their existence in Hymn. So, the Comrades
have a strong attachment to Humanity next to the instinct of wanting to be around them.

Question: What do the Comrades think about the other Comrade races?
Answer: Collectively the Comrades see and think members of the other Comrade races as
humanity’s other friends and allies. There is a form of jealousy among the races, and this is
shaped by their unique cultures and outlooks. But some Comrades do see each other as kin with
the same goal as with the Cu Sith and Kitsunes.

Question: How are marriages performed? Is there any difference between them?
Answer: It depends on where you live. A normal marriage typically involves signing some
papers and there being a party for the bride and groom, but some differences based on local
culture do exist. Marriage ceremonies in the Ostersphere Forest for example have a purification
ritual where the married couple bathe together in fresh heated spring water to wash away the ills
of their past and be joined as one for a better future.

Question: How strong are Humans and Comrades? How strong can people become in
Hymn?
Answer: Humans in Hymn are stronger than their real-life counterparts as they possess increased
physical abilities and reflexes. The Comrades unless their race is built around physical ability
(Ex: Cu Sith) have at or below human strength.
Individual strength in Hymn is completely dependent on a person’s efforts and training. Strong
individuals with training can do damage to boulders/walls by cutting/putting holes through them
and handle crowds of enemies.

Question: How long do Comrades and Humans live on average? Are there ways to achieve
immortality?
Answer: On average, the lifespan of a Human and Comrade is around 100 to 120 years old.
Though, there are some Comrade races that are capable of living past a century like the Imps,
Kitsunes, Lung, and Salamanders. If one managed to surpass their body’s limits through training
or other magical methods by manipulating Bio, it is possible for people to obtain immortality.
But the number of these individuals that surpassed their limits is extraordinarily small.

Example 16: A member of the Comrade races (Puca) armed with an Armament of Magic. In the
Ancient Era, the Comrades were made to be soldiers for the military and assist in the subjugation
of Hymn. But over the course of the years, the focus of their development changed to be
assistants, explorers, healers, and scholars that helped with expansion of civilization. It is from
their helpful nature that the races were collectively called, Comrades

:: Ancient History and Other Mysteries ::

Question: Where does humanity come from?
Answer: Humanity are the creations of the Ancient Beings and share a similar existence to the
Comrades that they created. After their formation, Humanity scattered into tribes that formed
their own cultures and worshipped the Ancient Beings until being unified by the Directorate.

Question: What was the First Civilization/The Directorate?
Answer: The First Civilization (The Directorate) was a totalitarian regime raised to unify
humanity by force and to study-worship the Ancient Beings. The government for years waged an
aggressive war of expansion that annexed all groups and lands they came across. The Directorate
claimed to represent humanity’s collective interest, but in truth it had no regard for human life.
The regime was controlled by the Septemvir, a council of seven that managed the government
until its collapse. When people speak of humanity in Hymn, they do not only refer to the race,
but also the Directorate.

Question: What are the Ancient Beings? What to do they do?
Answer: The Ancient Beings are the primordial entities that danced around one another to birth
the cosmos. Even though the people do not see them, they still worship the Ancient Beings as
their gods in Hymn. The goal of the Ancient Beings is to one day awaken and dance with each
other. As the progenitors of the cosmos, the Ancient Beings exude an endless amount of Bio
from their body allowing them influence and change things in the environment on a whim.

Question: How are the Ancient Beings viewed in society? Do they have interactions with
the people of Hymn?
Answer: Society pays a great deal of respect to the Ancient Beings. Certain cities such as
Bassail and Hasing place special emphasis on certain Ancient Beings with the building of
temples dedicated to them. Though, most places provide some form of general worship and
thanks in blessings and words. Among the general populace, the people believe that the Ancient
Beings calls out to Hymn’s inhabitants in their sleep to get them to act out a certain fate.
Whether the Ancient Beings really do this or not is up to debate.

Example 17: A pair of human Adventurers from the Saltillio Region. Humanity was the first
sentient life to emerge in Hymn after its creation by the Ancient Beings. In the first half of the
Ancient Era, humanity was divided into multiple warring cultures, but over the centuries would
be assimilated under a single government. The lost cultures that refused assimilation and were
destroyed are marked as Pre-Directorate by historians and considered interesting research topics.

Question: Does an afterlife exist? What do the people believe in terms of an afterlife?
Answer: In the Ancient Era, the Directorate propagated the popular Three Beliefs that make up
the religious beliefs of what happens to a person after they die. The inhabitants of Hymn believe
that all living beings are divided into three parts: Body, Mind, and Soul that are all impacted by
death in different ways.
1. The First Belief: When a person dies, their body will begin the process of breaking down
and overtime will be converted into the Bio of their surroundings. The Bio provided by
the body will then be used by nature to heal and maintain itself as part of a natural cycle.
2. The Second Belief: When a person dies, their mind will become a permanent record, a
collection of all that person’s memories and who they are. The record will join the
Ancient Beings in their great rest, enjoying peace with the others that have been recorded
to reminiscence about their life and journeys.
3. The Third Belief: When a person dies, their soul will become one with new life, turning
into a new entity that will be born into the world to repeat the Three Beliefs.

Along with these beliefs, the inhabitants of Hymn have a belief that evil acts will harm a
person’s chances in the cycle of the Three Beliefs.
1. Counter First Belief: A body that has been tainted with evil acts on its passing will
become Black Bio. It will be unstable and unusable for nature to use to maintain itself,
offering nothing to the world.
2. Counter Second Belief: A mind corrupted by evil and greed will not be able to sustain
itself and will instead degrade into nothingness, making it unable to join the Ancient
Beings and others in their rest.
3. Counter Third Belief: An evil soul will never know peace when it comes to new life.
They will struggle in their next life to cleanse themselves of their previous deeds.

In the Ancient Era, popularly spread ideas that would mark someone as evil unless they made
plea for a pardon from the government included: Rebellion against the order provided by the
government. Not paying respects to the Ancient Beings for life. Unjustified slayings. Tax
evasion and more.

Question: Other than the Comrades and Humans are their other sapient entities in the
setting? If so, where are they? What are they doing? How is the world reacting to them?
Answer: Unique entities that are born from the dreams of the Ancient Beings do float around in
Hymn. They take on enigmatic forms as they appear and disappear in front of local communities
without a trace, becoming myths. A few of these are malevolent than others and cause conflict
and mischief for their own amusement. The number of these enigmatic beings is small, but they
are highly dangerous and powerful.

Example 18: The enigmatic entity known as the “Baise De” (TL: The White One). It was a
powerful entity of unknown origins that once roamed the Chissaum Region causing chaos and
devouring the minds of those it came across, painting them “White” (IE: Without Thoughts).
Catching wind of the horror’s movement, the Great Fox of the Kitsune Sanctuary confronted,
defeated, and sealed the entity away in a giant stone that the Kitsunes of the Kitsune Sanctuary
continue to keep watch and guard over in fear of it one day escaping.

Example 19: An artistic rendering of Mani of the Conquering Wave the Ancient Being t hat is
the progenitor of the Undine Comrades and master over the tidal waves. In the Ancient Era, this
Ancient Being was discovered washed ashore on a beach and taken into shelter by humanity.
Coastal and island communities pay homage to Mani of the Conquering Storm by making
offerings to the sea; cooking fish and adorning the plates with closed seashells filled with wine
that they set adrift to sink beneath the waves.
The homages made to the Ancient Beings differ from one Ancient Being to another. The former
government maintained written records on how to conduct ceremonies to worship the different
Ancient Beings. The writings serve as the basis that the people use to conduct their worship of
the Ancient Beings.

Question: What is Bio? For what is it used? How does it work?
Answer: Biological Substance (Shortened to: Bio) is the life energy of Hymn created during its
genesis by the Ancient Beings. Bio serves as the main medium for Magic and Alchemy and was
discovered in the Ancient Era in the formation of crystals, gasses, and liquids that were
harnessed and used to power the machinery of the First Civilization.
As the natural energy source of the cosmos, Bio cannot be destroyed. Instead, it goes through a
process that results in Colored Bios turning into Black Bio and Black Bio becoming Colored Bio.
Bio comes in multiple colors with special properties attached to them that influences the natural
forces of Hymn.

Example 20: A lone scholar (Cu Sith) studying Alchemy and the role Bio plays in the mixture of
materials to produce items of incredible power. Humans are incapable of manipulating Bio or
utilizing Magic without tools such as Armaments or Synthesized Items. Comrades as entities
descended from the Ancient Beings by blood have high affinity with Bio and employ it in
specialized forms of Magic unique to their race.

Question: What is Alchemy? Where did it come from? How does Alchemy work? What
role does Bio play in Alchemy?
Answer: Alchemy is the art of breaking down and mixing materials in their basic form to create
new materials. The art was discovered in the Ancient Era following the discovery of Bio and
recorded observations on nature. All materials have Bio in them to define their inherent
properties and by combing, mixing, or removing these properties, a reaction is born to create new
materials under a specific Bio color. Bio that is spent during Alchemy reaction is converted into
Black Bio and freed into nature, unless it becomes too potent. At that point, it can pose a danger
by destroying the object being crafted or forming an explosion.

Example 21: A potion is the product of Alchemy. A healthy market exists as people purchase
them as quick remedies to medical problems. The Alchemy Art is primarily used to craft
enchantments to armaments, accessories, and armors along with artifacts and potions.

Question: What power do gemstones have? What is their connection to Bio? What is a
Biovein?
Answer: Gemstones are concentration of Bio in a hardened form. They are powerful tools in the
creation of accessories and have magical effects attached to them. Bioveins are spring wells of
Bio that is concentrated in one area. They come in the form of minerals, giant substances that can
extracted and mined. Or they can come in the form of liquids, flowing along a natural pathway,
and changing the environment with their presence. Bioveins cannot be in the form of gas, but it
is possible for Bio to be heavily concentrated in the air of an area.

Question: What are the Colored Bios? What do they do?
Answer: The Colored Bios are: Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, Red, Yellow, and Black.
1. Blue Bio – Is the representation of Motion and is associated with the freedom of all
things to come and change. Blue Bio is focused on the generation and manipulation of
ice, snow, and water.
2. Green Bio – Is the representation of Life and is associated with the growth of individuals
and the ability to spread and flourish. Green Bio is focused on the generation and
manipulation of curatives, plants, and minerals.
3. Orange Bio – Is the representation of Essence and is associated with the foundation of
life from the development of thought, protection of the spirit, and growth of the physical
body. Orange Bio is focused on the manipulation of the body, essence, and mind.
4. Purple Bio – Is the representation of Decay and is associated with the expiration of life to
allow for the appearance of new opportunities. Purple Bio is focused on the generation
and manipulation of curses, death, and poisons.
5. Red Bio – Is the representation of Heat and is associated with the coming warmth given
to one’s ambitions and life, invoking comfort and purpose. Red Bio is focused on the
generation and manipulation of ash, fire, and smoke.
6. Yellow Bio – Is the representation of Energy and is associated with the renewal of spirits
and overcoming of adversity to accomplish goals. Yellow Bio is focused on the
generation and manipulation of lightning, sound, and wind.
7. Black Bio – Has no true representation and is instead a collection of unused energy that
when used can cause generic explosions or be repurposed into Colored Bios. The power
of Black Bio is utilized for weaponry in the form of Magic Armaments or Alchemy to
give magical items an extra boost in power.

Question: Why doesn’t everyone learn Magic? Why doesn’t everyone have access to
Magic?
Answer: The chance to learn Magic is not equally distributed across Hymn. A formal education
is required to learn how to manipulate Bio for spells or use it in Alchemy to make materials. The
only way to receive this education for Magic is from academies (Ortho Academy, Sandstone
Academy, etc.) or by hiring a private tutor. After that, individuals will spend months to years
practicing the art until they master it. So, there is a lot of factors blocking people from learning
Magic.

Question: How is the Magic employed by Humans different from the Magic used by the
Comrades?
Answer: The Bio-Art Spells is different from the Magic used by the Comrades due to it coming
from the environment and manipulating the surrounding Bio. The spells are generalized and
something anyone can learn by using tools like Armaments and from repeated practice. The
Magic used by the Comrade are inherent to them and specialized towards a specific
manipulation. The Comrades will learn to use their Magic faster than Humans, but practice is
still required for their growth.

Example 21.5: The Bio-Arts (Magic) being
used via an Armament of Magic. Weapons
that are imbued with the power to manipulate
Bio saw a limited release to the public during
the Ancient Era. Instead, most of the weapons
were hoarded by the government and used
during its wars of expansion.
The discovery of Bio and its use for Magic
and Alchemy in the Ancient Era is considered
the turning point for the development of
civilization. It enlightened the people and
allowed them to manipulate the greater forces
of Hymn to their whims like the Ancient
Beings leading to unparalleled progress.

Question: What can you tell us more about the wildlife of the setting? Where did they come
from? What do they do? How dangerous are they?
Answer: Since its inception, Hymn has come to be packed full of natural fauna that roams the
land. Studies conducted on the origins of the fauna makes claims that they are natural entities
born from the influence of the Ancient Beings upon Bio and the environment and evolved into
their current forms. Humanity has subjugated the beasts to use them as tools of produce and to
eliminate dangers that they form for rural communities even into the Modern Era. Wildlife in
Hymn is formally divided into six categories with a wide range of species under them.

1. Aquan – Animals of a marine or water origin that occupy or live in areas with large
bodies of water such as the lakes, rivers, sea, wetlands, etc.
2. Avian – Animals of a feather characteristic that spend their time in the air or areas that
are high above the ground.
3. Beast – Animals that possess fur or hides on them and can be the form of bipedal or
quadrupedal creatures. A large number of domesticated animals are beasts.
4. Plant – Animals that grow from the ground via roots. They are often stuck in one place,
though there are some that are mobile and move across the environment.
5. Reptile – Animals that are bipedal and quadrupedal and feature leathery to scaly skin.
They can adapt to life in a wide area of regions from deserts to grasslands and wetlands.
6. Vermin – Animals that feature an outer shell that acts as armor and are bug-like in
appearance and features.

Example 22: The Sneering Mask is a large and dangerous predator of the Beast Classification
from the Chissaum Region of Hymn. The facial expression that it makes is like that of a sneer
and when hunting it releases an audible chuckle. Animals in Hymn have natural traits that allow
them to affect their surrounding environment and self by manipulating Bio.
The Sneering Mask can camouflage itself when hunting and its inner parts that allow for this
unique ability fetches a hefty price when sold to Synthesizers. Organized hunts by the military,
paramilitary organizations, and adventuring parties are commonly done to exterminate dangerous
fauna that encroach on civilized areas and to rake in money from their extracted parts.

Question: What do Comrades and Humans eat?
Answer: The food in Hymn matches our world. They have access to the same fruits, herbs,
vegetables as us. The domesticated and wilds animals are different than ours, but they do supply
the same produce as ours. Fish are referred to as “Aquan” for example. What the people eat is
entirely dependent on the region that the person comes from as cooking is divided into six major
cuisine styles.

Example 23: A domesticated fauna known as a Horned Carrier. The animal is used to produce
goods such as beef and milk, but it also has uses in farm work to aid in carrying heavy loads or
equipment across an area. The Horned Carriers live in herds, are highly sociable, and are passive
animals allowing them to be easily approached and managed despite their towering stature.

Question: What are the six cooking styles that were mentioned previously?
Answer: The six cuisine styles are Boreal, Chissaum, Domus, Mystival, Pescara, and Saltillio.
1. Boreal Cuisine is made to deal with the harsh winter of the region, be long lasting, and to feed
entire groups over a single individual. Meat for the dishes come mainly from fish or hunted game
where it is pulled, smoked, and then wrapped around bread. Dishes such as large vegetable stews
to warm the bellies of the Boreal Region’s inhabitants are also common. Boreal dishes you might
see include Borschat, Kiev, Plov, Shchi, Shashlik, Stroganov, etc.
2. Chissaum Cuisine is food made around mass-consumption and makes heavy use of noodles
and rice as their main components. Vegetables are served add-ons with meats being a secondary
option. There is a strong sauce culture to help enhance the flavor of the food and can range from
Hoisin to Plum, Oyster, Soy, and more. Dishes one might recognize from Chissaum include
Baozi, Onigiri, Ramen, Sashimi, Sushi, Zhajianmian, etc.
3. Domus Cuisine is food focused on baking, frying, grilling, and some form of convenience.
The food is often deemed unhealthy due to the way it is grilled and fried compared to other
cuisines, but on the brighter side there is a heavy presence of meat in the dishes. Dishes
recognized from Domus include Collard Greens, Hamburgers, Hushpuppies, Fried Chicken,
Onion Rings, etc.
4. Mystival Cuisine is focused on the use of stews and soups with non-traditional food such as
snails joining into the mix. The meat served in the dish comes directly from the surrounding
water life. Dishes recognized from Mystival includes Baeckeoffe, Gumbo, Jambalaya,
Crustaceans boiled with spices and vegetables, etc.
5. Pescara Cuisine is focused on the use of pasta dishes and vegetables that help make up for the
breakfast, lunch, and dinners of the people. The often features a use of cheese, herbs, and
vegetable sauces to add flavor to the meals. Pescara dishes one might recognize include
Carbonara, Lasagna, Pizza, Ravioli, Risotto, Salads, Spaghetti, etc.
6. Saltillio Cuisine is focused on dishes that use breads wrapped around grilled meat topped with
spices, vegetables, and other assorted toppings to compliment the meals such as melted cheese,
guacamoles, lime juice, pico de gallo, sour cream, etc. Saltillio dishes includes food like
Carnitas, Tacos, Stuffed Jalapeno Peppers, Quesdaillas, Queso, etc.

Example 24: A happy Comrade (Puca) serving food to someone. Restaurants, Diners, and other
eateries are popular destinations for breakfast, lunch, and dinner in the hub communities and
major roadsides of Hymn. Despite the varied appearance of the Comrades, they are all capable of
eating meat and the same food as Humans. Though, some choose not to eat meat and option for
alternatives such as faux meat made from beans and other ingredients.

Question: How big is Hymn?
Answer: Hymn is divided into three main continents of the West, East, and South. After that, it
is divided into thirteen regions that features ten terrain types. The Western Continent is the
largest and most explore and the Southern Continent being the smallest and least explored.
Travel across Hymn can be done in different ways from walking to flying. A trip from the west
side of the Western Continent (Pescara Region) to its east (Saltillio Region) by foot takes 3
Months. Flying from one end to the other by use of an airship only takes 6 Hours.
If one travels by sea from the Western Continent to the Eastern Continent it can take between 4
Days to 1 Week. Travel from the Western Continent to the Southern Continent at best takes 2
Weeks of sailing and at worst 1 Month.

Question: What are the thirteen regions of Hymn?
Answer: The thirteen regions of Hymn are as followed.

Apricus Region – The Apricus Region is an archipelago area existing on the southern coasts of
the Western Continent in Hymn. The region features high sands and rock formations with forests
scattered on its isles. The communities living in the Apricus Region tend to be cooperative with
one another as sailing between them is encouraged for migration and trade.
Hubs on the coastlines support the islands of the Apricus Region by acting as the exporters of
material goods that can only be found on the mainland. Warm weather is a common feature of
the Apricus Region, but rainfall is known to pick up during the stormy season. The people of the
region dress loosely and only put on more fitting clothes during the rainy season.
Boreal Region – The Boreal Region is the far-northern area of the Western Continent that is
comprised of a grassland that transforms into a cold tundra of mountains and frost. The region is
known for its long-lasting winter months and heavy snowfall that blankets the areas, making
settlement hard for the weak willed. The major hubs of the region lie towards the coastlines near
the open seas with small communities living not far from these places or somewhere on the
border of the grasslands.

Chissaum Region – The Chissaum Region is made up of the entire Eastern Continent and
contains the second archipelago area of Hymn that is decorated with scattered isles. The land of
Chissaum is made up robust grasslands, jungles, and mountains that make for decent places of
settlement. Due to the distance and requirement to traverse through thick jungles, high
mountains, and the sea communication between settlements in the Chissaum Region is slow. The
Chissaum Region is popular for its downpour of snow in its winter months forcing people to take
shelter indoors until spring.

Domus Region – The Domus Region is the central region of the Western Continent. It is known
for its grasslands surrounded by flourishing rivers and robust hills. Farmlands decorate the region
and are protected by the Concordian Guard making settlement easy for those wishing to start a
new life.
The Domus Region has with it many cities and hubs making it the most numerous in terms of
settlements and can be seen as a replacement for the destroyed Logos Region that once played
host to all of civilization. Restored pre-catastrophe services and technologies like motor vehicles
and roads can be spotted in the cities, major hubs, and sometimes rural communities making
travel fast and efficient compared to other parts of Hymn.

Galdea Region – The Galdea Region is the north-western portion of the Western Continent that
was heavily devastated by the Umbral Night Catastrophe as the landscape turned to ash, magma
flowed upwards, and soot fell upon the land. In the Ancient Era, it was rocky terrain where plates
of the land would shift, and Red Bio ran crazy.
The First Civilization saw the region as a place for geo-magical purposes under the thought that
they could harvest the Red Bio and use it as a new energy source. The release of uncontrolled
energy from the Umbral Night caused the Red Bio and magma in the land to erupt, shooting
upwards and blackening the terrain. Adventurers hardly come to the Galdea Region due to its
geographical dangers.

Gravis Region – The Gravis Region is a mountainous region located in the north-western part of
the Western Continent. It is filled with different interior pathways that lead to high mountain top
ranges and deep valley areas. Trees and grasslands decorate the top and sides of cliffs and in the
Ancient Era it was extensively used by the pre-catastrophe government for mining operations
and hosting of research facilities.
Abandoned equipment and other materials from the Ancient Era can be found lying around in the
Gravis Region. Along with them is a convoluted passage system going through the mountains
that have some routes repurposed and maintained for trade and travel between settlements.

Logos Region – The Logos Region is a wasteland located in the north-eastern portion of the
Western Continent. In the Ancient Era, the region acted as the heart to the Directorate, but
became lost in the events of the Umbral Night turning it into an uninhabitable wasteland with
ruins of the old world decorating it. Adventurers from across Hymn often dive into the Logos
Region in search of lost history, knowledge, and technology. The appearance of mysterious radio
signals has begun to emerge somewhere in the Logos Region, but for what reason is unknown.

Mystival Region – The Mystival Region is a beautiful area located in the mid-west of the
Western Continent and is divided into two parts, a highland, and a lowland. The highland of the
region is surrounded by a great lake, rivers, and a flourishing forest. The lowland of the region is
in the south and is comprised of a deep marshland that is prone to flooding, making travel across
it complicated. The Mystival Region due to its biodiversity became a target for studies and
preservation projects by the former government in the Ancient Era with different observation
posts established.

Ocllo Region – The Ocllo Region is a forest-jungle terrain founded in the eastern portion of the
Southern Continent of Hymn. As a new frontier in Hymn, merchant companies from the Apricus
Region have set sail tot the territory with colonial companies and new hires of Adventurers to
colonize and explore the region the world lost contact with. The region is considered behind the
times compared to other places in Hymn as tribes made from the mix of Directorate and preDirectorate culture dominate the landscape and new aggressive fauna make their presence known
to travelers.

Pescara Region – The Pescara Region is a region that hosts the expansive Ostersphere Forest
and is situated in the western area of the Western Continent. The territory is comprised of giant
trees that cover the skies and eclipses areas with its roots. The region is popular for its
overabundance of life and the fact that it is easy for one to become lost in it due to the changing
environment to prevent those with malice hearts from entering its most sacred locations.
The Pescara Region is a lively place with easily accessible rivers inside the forest that feeds the
plant-life and enough plots of land to use for farming. Communities built on the top of the tree
branches and at its roots form the main hub territories of the Pescara Region.

Saltillio Region – The Saltillio Region is a giant desert located in the eastern portion of the
Western Continent of Hymn. The terrain is made up of a large desert born from the life stolen
from the terrain, large mountains, and a flowing river that the region takes it name from. Mining
operations and other industries such as dominates the economy of the region. Large numbers of
gemstones, metals, and ores are harvested from the terrain and put on the market in the region.
The hot desert winds blow throughout the wastes of the Saltillio Region and buried beneath its
sands lies the former ruins to old civilizations hosted in its territories before its collapse in the
Ancient Era. Travelers are made to take precautions to survive in the heat, packing waters and
food in case of trips lasting longer than normal as they trek over miles of sand.

Thalassa Region – The Thalassa Region is the western area of the Southern Continent and the
last unexplored region of Hymn that the Directorate put its focus on before its collapse. The area
is high in magical energy causing the land to distort and become strange. Unsupported
superstructure fauna alongside with vast wetlands and mountains make up the terrain, making
travel on foot cumbersome. Ruins of old settlements are known to populate the area indicating
settlement by a pre-Directorate culture in the same manner as the Ocllo Region.

Vlach Region – The Vlach Region is the south-western area of the Western Continent in Hymn.
The terrain due to its location next to the Mystival Region is decorated with deep waters and
thickets of forests, but it also sports high terrains of mountains with castles built on them. In the
Ancient Era it was a spot of held resistance against the expansion of the First Civilization and a
subject of strange ecological events such as darkening faster than most other areas in Hymn,
creating a dim and bleak area.
After the Umbral Night Catastrophe, the Vlach Region became flooded with a mysterious set of
fogs that contained a strange power, separating it from the rest of Hymn and preventing others
from entering the land from land, sea, and air. The fog was responsible for keeping the
inhabitants of the Vlach Region trapped for centuries, but with its recent waning, they and
outsiders have been able to come and go in the area, though for how long this will last is a
mystery.

Example 25: A photograph of two Comrades (Cu Sith and Kitsune) on vacation in the Apricus
Region. The warm sunny weather and soft sands offer a reprieve away from the troubles of the
rest of Hymn inviting many to the coastline for a vacation.

Question: Are there any important take aways about Hymn?
Answer: Hymn is a fantastical world that has recovered from a catastrophe. Though it is
damaged and riddled with ruins from the past, it is a place filled new life and adventures waiting
for Humanity and the Comrades. The reflections of the past show memories of greatness and is
something for people to lament on, but it also shows something that with great effort can be
reobtained by the inhabitants if they have the will to continue move forward.

Fin
Thanks for Reading.

